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A B S T R A C T   

Background: Cognitive-behavioral group therapy for hoarding disorder (HD) is efficacious, but outcomes are 
modest and dropout rates are generally high. Clinical challenges in this population include high rates of co-
morbidity and difficulty regulating and tolerating negative emotions, which may reduce engagement with dis-
carding exposures and lead to increased dropout. 
Methods: In the current naturalistic study, we evaluated standard group cognitive-behavioral therapy enhanced 
with a three-session emotion regulation module in a large sample of individuals (N = 115) seeking treatment for 
HD at a community mental health clinic. We evaluated outcomes for distress tolerance, as well as hoarding 
symptoms and comorbid depression and anxiety symptoms. 
Results: Distress tolerance was significantly improved at post-treatment, Hoarding symptoms, anxiety, and 
depression were also significantly decreased. Distress tolerance predicted more severe hoarding symptoms at 
baseline, but improvement in distress tolerance was not significantly associated with improvement in hoarding 
symptoms. 
Limitations: The primary limitation was the absence of a control treatment condition, but HD is known to be a 
chronic condition which tends not to improve in waitlist control conditions. 
Conclusions: Integrating emotion regulation strategies may provide an important pathway to improving treat-
ment outcomes for hoarding disorder.   

Mounting evidence of the substantial impairment and distress asso-
ciated with hoarding disorder (HD) has spurred efforts to improve 
treatments for this debilitating problem. HD, characterized primarily by 
the inability to discard large quantities of possessions, is linked to un-
sanitary living conditions, social isolation, health problems, and the 
inability to work (Ayers et al., 2014; Bratiotis et al., 2013; Mathes et al., 
2019; Tolin et al., 2008; Yap et al., 2020). Individuals with HD report a 
very poor quality of life, equivalent to those with schizophrenia (Ong 
et al., 2015; Saxena et al., 2011; Tolin et al., 2019). 

Tolin, Frost, and Steketee (Muroff et al., 2014; Tolin et al., 2007) 
developed a specific cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) for HD, with 
treatment strategies derived from the cognitive-behavioral model. In 
this model, hoarding is conceptualised as a multi-faceted problem that 
results from information processing deficits, problems with emotional 

attachment, rigid beliefs about saving possessions, and behavioral 
avoidance (Frost and Hartl, 1996). The key elements of the treatment 
include psychoeducation, motivational strategies, exposure to discard-
ing and not acquiring, and cognitive restructuring. These strategies 
target maladaptive beliefs, and reduce behavioral avoidance. CBT for 
HD can be delivered either individually or in a group format. The 
treatment can also be delivered by non-professionals or peers in a 
structured 13–15 week support group, in which participants read the 
Buried in Treasures (BiT) self-help book (Tolin et al., 2007) and prac-
ticed cognitive-behavioral strategies. Frost et al. (2012) showed that the 
BiT workshop improved hoarding severity by 31% and was significantly 
more effective than a waitlist control group. 

Although cognitive-behavioral interventions are moderately effica-
cious (Rodgers et al., 2021; Tolin et al., 2015), HD has traditionally been 
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considered challenging to treat (Frost et al., 2010; Steketee et al., 2010). 
Recent reviews show that only a third of individuals evidence clinically 
significant improvements and that 25 to 50% of the participants dis-
continue treatment prematurely (Grisham, Norberg, and Yap, 2021). It 
is likely that there are even higher dropout rates when HD treatment is 
conducted in a ‘real-world’ clinical setting. 

Targeting emotion dysregulation in hoarding disorder 

Because many patients discontinue treatment or continue to suffer 
from hoarding symptoms at its conclusion, there is ample opportunity 
for innovations to improve current CBT approaches. Due to their strong, 
albeit insecure, emotional attachment to objects (Yap and Grisham, 
2019, 2020) and an excessive fear of waste (Frost et al., 2018), in-
dividuals with HD find discarding or donating their possessions to be an 
extremely challenging task. During discarding exposures, clients prac-
tice throwing away increasingly valuable possessions. They learn to test 
out their feared predictions regarding losing their possessions and have 
to tolerate the negative emotions that occur, including anxiety, sadness, 
and guilt. 

Experiencing these negative emotions may be particularly difficult 
for individuals with HD. Growing evidence suggest that individuals with 
HD experience negative emotions intensely and have difficulty toler-
ating these emotions (Crone and Norberg, 2018; Grisham et al., 2018; 
Norberg et al., 2020; Shaw et al., 2015; Timpano et al., 2014). Distress 
tolerance (DT) is defined as the ability to withstand negative emotional 
states; therefore low DT is characterised by the inability to accept and 
tolerate negative emotional states. Low DT has been proposed as a 
transdiagnostic factor that plays a key role in the maintenance of many 
psychopathological disorders, including obsessive-compulsive and 
related disorders (Barton et al., 2021; Leyro et al., 2010; Yap et al., 
2018). Several studies have shown that DT is a specific predictor of 
hoarding symptom severity in both nonclinical and clinical samples 
(Coles et al., 2003; Grisham et al., 2018; Medley et al., 2013; Oglesby 
et al., 2013; Timpano et al., 2009, 2014; Worden et al., 2019). Because 
many individuals with HD experience intense distress and negative 
emotions during decision-making (Frost et al., 2016; Tolin et al., 2012), 
refusal to discard or make decisions about items may represent avoid-
ance of negative emotions that are difficult to manage. 

Given the potential malleability of distress tolerance (Timpano et al., 
2009, 2011; Zeifman et al., 2020), we proposed that the effectiveness of 
group CBT for HD might be improved by enhancing individuals’ ability 
to understand and tolerate negative emotions. In support of this 
assumption, research has found that incorporating emotion regulation 
skills with trauma exposure treatment produces greater benefits (Bryant 
et al., 2013; Cloitre et al., 2010). Given the complex and highly co-
morbid nature of HD patients (Frost et al., 2011), as well as their rela-
tively high rates of trauma (Chou et al., 2018; Kehoe and Egan, 2019; 
Mathes et al., 2018; Shaw, Witcraft and Timpano, 2016), the addition of 
emotion regulation skills to better manage and learn from discarding 
exposure could be particularly beneficial. These skills are trans-
diagnostic and thus could also reduce comorbid depression and anxiety 
symptoms in HD patients. 

To date, two studies have evaluated the benefit of integrating 
emotion regulation skills training to CBT for HD. In the first, Tolin et al. 
(2019) incorporated two sessions that targeted distress tolerance though 
mindfulness-based skills to improve acceptance and tolerance of nega-
tive emotions. Forty-two percent of the treatment group fell below a 
score of 43 on the Saving Inventory - Revised (SI-R; Frost et al., 2004) at 
post-treatment, but the authors did not report how many of these in-
dividuals changed by a reliable amount from pre-treatment, and thus, 
we do not know if this treatment increased rates of clinically significant 
change. Furthermore, there was no assessment of distress tolerance and 
associated constructs (e.g., emotion regulation), and thus the impact of 
the program on distress intolerance is unclear. It is also important to 
note that only 31 of 46 participants completed treatment. Six 

participants dropped out before or during treatment (3 each) and 9 
(20%) were administrative withdrawal because of non-compliance. 

In the second, Chou et al. (2020) delivered compassion-focused 
group treatment (CFT) to individuals who had previously received 
standard group CBT for HD. Sixty-two percent of individuals in the CFT 
group achieved a 14-point or greater reduction on the SI-R, but again, 
rates of clinically significant improvement were not reported. The 
dropout rate for the CFT group was 28%, which was substantially lower 
than the CBT group (63%). Chou et al. also reported a significant 
improvement in distress tolerance for the CFT group with a large effect 
size. However, the study was limited by its small sample size. Further-
more, they did not evaluate the extent to which improvements in distress 
tolerance were associated with improvements in hoarding severity. 

The current study 

In the current naturalistic effectiveness study, we wished to examine 
outcomes and dropout rates for our emotion-regulation enhanced group 
CBT for HD using a large sample of clients treated in a community 
mental health setting. Compared to controlled clinical trials (e.g., Tolin 
et al., 2019), rules tend to be more flexible and lenient in effectiveness 
studies (Chandler and Fogg, 2018; Moulding et al., 2017). Individuals 
also are less likely to be removed from a group because of repeated 
noncompliance, unless they are disruptive and this behavior cannot be 
addressed during the course of treatment. Inclusion and exclusion 
criteria may also be less conservative than in a controlled clinical trial. 

The primary aim of the current study was to provide evidence 
regarding the effectiveness of emotion-regulation enhanced group CBT 
for a large sample of HD patients in a ‘real world’ clinical setting. We 
predicted that individuals with HD participating in a group CBT treat-
ment program enhanced with three emotion regulation sessions would 
report significant decreases in hoarding symptoms, hoarding beliefs, and 
comorbid depression and anxiety symptoms from pre- to post-treatment. 
Our secondary prediction was that participants would report significant 
increases in self-reported distress tolerance given that distress tolerance 
was specifically targeted in the three emotion regulation sessions that 
were added to standard group CBT for HD. Finally, we predicted that 
greater improvements in distress tolerance would be associated with 
more improvement in HD severity. 

Method 

Participants 

Participants were 115 individuals (85 women, 30 men) who received 
group emotion-regulation enhanced CBT for HD at a community mental 
health facility that provides free psychological treatment (see Table 1 for 
information related to age, employment status and marital status. The 
group was advertised online, in local newspapers, and via flyers 

Table 1 
Baseline Measures (N = 115).  

Age (years) M (SD) = 60.87 (10.79) 
Range = 35 – 83  

Gender Female 85 (74%)  
Male 30 (26%) 

Employment Status Employed 25 (22.7%)  
Home duties/Volunteer 17 (15.4%)  
Retired 47 (42.7%)  
Student 6 (5.5%)  
Unemployed 15 (13.6%) 

Marital Status Married/Partnered 40 (35.4%)  
Single – Never Married 39 (34.5%)  
Divorced/Separated 28 (24.8%)  
Widowed 6 (5.3%) 

Note. Values reported for gender, occupation and marital status are frequencies 
with valid percent of the total in parentheses. 
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distributed among local mental health practitioners. Interested partici-
pants completed a screening interview to assess inclusion criteria and 
provide information about the group. To be eligible for treatment, in-
dividuals needed to have a primary diagnosis of HD, be over 18 years 
old, and be free from active psychosis and substance use disorders. 

Nine treatment groups were conducted with 11 to 14 participants in 
each group. Diagnostic status was ascertained using the Structured 
Interview for Hoarding Disorder (SIHR; Nordsletten et al., 2013; see 
Measures section) and the Clutter Image Rating (CIR; Frost et al., 2008; 
see Measures section). Hoarding mean severity scores at pre-treatment 
confirmed that participants had clinically significant hoarding prob-
lems at pre-treatment, with a mean SI-R total score that was comparable 
to other HD treatment studies (e.g., Frost et al., 2011; Frost et al., 2012; 
Moulding et al., 2017). 

Measures 

Structured Interview for Hoarding Disorder (SIHD; Nordsletten 
et al., 2013). The SIHD is a semi-structured instrument designed to 
assess DSM-5 diagnostic criteria for HD and consists of detailed ques-
tions and specifiers regarding each of the six DSM-5 criteria. Prior work 
indicates that the SIHD has excellent inter-rater reliability (k =
0.87–.97), as well as high degrees of sensitivity (0.98) and specificity 
(Nordsletten et al., 2013). 

Saving Inventory-Revised (SI-R; Frost et al., 2004). The SI-R is a 
self-report questionnaire comprising 23 items scored from 0 (no prob-
lem) to 4 (very severe) assessing the severity of clutter, difficulty dis-
carding, and acquisition. The SI-R has good internal consistency (α =
0.92) and test-retest reliability (r = 0.86), and it is sensitive to treatment 
response (Frost et al., 2004; Steketee et al., 2010). Higher scores reflect 
greater severity of HD and mean scores of 39 and above reflect clinically 
significant symptoms. 

Clutter Image Rating Scale (CIR; Frost et al., 2008)). The CIR is a 
pictorial measure of clutter using photographs of a kitchen, living room, 
and bedroom. Nine photographs that vary in levels of clutter from 1 to 9 
are presented for each room. The participant selects one photograph per 
room that resembles the level of clutter in their home. The mean score 
across the three rooms are used as an index of clutter. The measure has 
good internal consistency (α = 0.84), very good inter-rater reliability (r 
= 0.94), and is highly correlated with the SI-R (Frost et al., 2008) 

Savings Cognitions Inventory (SCI; Steketee et al., 2003). The 
SCI is a 24-item self-report questionnaire scored from 1 (not at all) to 7 
(very much) assessing beliefs and emotional attachment to possessions. 
It contains four subscales: emotional attachment, memory, control, and 
responsibility. The SCI has good internal consistency (total score: α =
0.96) and convergent and discriminant validity (Steketee et al., 2003). 
Mean scores of 95 and above reflect clinically significant symptoms 
(Steketee and Frost, 2013). 

Depression and Anxiety Stress Scale-21 (DASS-21; Lovibond and 
Lovibond, 1995). The DASS-21 is a 21-item self-report questionnaire 
scored from 0 (did not apply to me at all) to 3 (applied to me very much) 
assessing depression, anxiety, and stress over the past week. The total 
score represents a broader dimension of psychological distress, and each 
subscale has high internal consistency (α = 0.87 to 0.94) and high 
concurrent validity (Antony et al., 1998). 

Distress Tolerance Scale (DTS; Simons and Gaher, 2005). The 
DTS is a 15-item self-report questionnaire scored from 1 (strongly agree) 
to 5 (strongly disagree) measuring one’s ability to tolerate psychological 
distress. It contains four subscales: tolerance, absorption, appraisal, and 
regulation. High scores indicate high distress tolerance, whereas low 
scores reflect low distress tolerance. The scale has been shown to have 
good internal consistency (α = 0.89) and test-retest reliability (r = 0.61; 
Simons and Gaher, 2005). 

Procedure 

The study was approved by the University of New South Wales 
Human Research Ethics Committee. After obtaining written informed 
consent from all participants, a clinician administered the SIHD (Nord-
sletten et al., 2013) and the CIR (Frost et al., 2008) to ascertain diag-
nostic status. Participants filled in all self-report measures at pre, mid, 
and post-treatment. 

Treatment. Treatment was provided by psychologists who were 
trained in treating HD (SI and JS) and postgraduate level psychology 
trainees. Clinicians were supervised by the first author (JG). All partic-
ipants attended 15 group sessions in total, 12 (120 min) weekly group 
treatment sessions based on Buried in Treasures: Help for Compulsive 
Acquiring, Saving, and Hoarding (Tolin et al., 2007) and three additional 
sessions focused on building emotion regulation through tolerating 
distress. Similar to standard Buried in Treasures (e.g., Frost et al., 2012), 
the first six sessions focused on psychoeducation about HD and 
enhancing patients’ motivation, sessions 7–8 focused on reducing 
acquisition, and sessions 9–11 introduced discarding exposures. Sessions 
12–14 diverged from typical BiT by integrating emotion regulation skills 
for participants to use as they completed difficult discarding exposures. 
Session 15 focused on relapse prevention. 

The emotion regulation module was adapted from several sources 
including: Facing your Fears distress tolerance treatment program 
(Saulsman and Nathan, 2012), Emotion regulation in psychotherapy: A 
practitioner’s guide (Leahy et al., 2011), and Skills Training Manual for 
Treating Borderline Personality Disorder (Linehan, 2015). During this 
module, participants focused on learning to tolerate difficult sensations, 
dropping escape/avoidance behaviours, and acting in a way consistent 
with hoarding-related goals. They were provided with a model of 
emotion, including emotion myths and the purpose of emotions. They 
were taught several distress tolerance strategies, including distraction, 
mindfulness, and self-soothing. The clinicians emphasized that these 
were strategies to deal with moderate or high levels of distress in order 
to manage the emotions and continue working on their clutter. Clients 
also had homework assignments to practice emotion regulation and 
distress tolerance skills while working on sorting and discarding at 
home. 

Data analytic plan 

For the primary analyses, we used the Stata Statistical software, 
Release 14 (StataCorp, 2015). Hoarding symptoms, beliefs, and 
depression and anxiety symptoms were analysed by estimating latent 
growth curves via linear mixed models and structural equation models 
(McArdle, 2009). Growth curve models were estimated for each 
outcome separately, across all three time points. To examine the rela-
tionship between changes in distress tolerance and HD severity, bivar-
iate growth curves were estimated, allowing for covariances between 
intercepts and slopes to be estimated. P-values <0.05 were considered 
significant. Estimates and 95% confidence intervals were reported. 

With respect to these single trajectory results, we ran two latent 
growth curve models: linear change only and quadratic change. Next, to 
examine the potential impact of distress tolerance on hoarding symptom 
outcomes, we conducted bivariate analyses using DTS total and SI-R 
total as the variables in this analysis. This dual trajectory model was 
conducted to jointly estimate the trajectory of distress tolerance and 
hoarding symptom outcomes. In this model, two trajectories are esti-
mated and only linear change was allowed in both trajectories. Mean 
estimates of intercept and slope for both variables were estimated, as 
were the correlations between the intercepts and between the slopes of 
DTS and SI-R. The error variances for DTS were constrained to equality 
and for SI-R. This did not result in a worsening of model fit. We ran 
separate models for the total scales, looking at whether change occurred 
over time and the variability of that change, independent of other out-
comes to provide separate single trajectory results. 
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We also calculated clinically significant change using Jacobson and 
Truax’s (1991) method (Criterion C). We first used the cut-offs (SI-R 
reduction of 14 points or greater and a post-treatment score of 42 or less) 
established by Gilliam et al. (2011) to compare the current findings with 
previously published findings. We then repeated the process using 
updated cut-offs (SI-R reduction of 20 points or greater and a 
post-treatment score of 38 or less) recommended by Norberg et al. 
(2021), which takes into account the reduced reliability of the SI-R over 
a long time period. We also used Norberg et al. (2021) expanded criteria 
to categorize individuals as recovered (i.e., has evidenced clinically 
significant change), improved but not recovered (i.e., evidenced reliable 
change in the positive direction), not changed, or deteriorated (i.e., 
evidenced reliable change in the negative direction). 

Results 

Patient characteristics and treatment flow 

Across the nine groups, 115 individuals with HD participated in the 
group treatment and 103 completed the group (See Table 1 for baseline 
sample characteristics). Of the twelve participants who did not complete 
treatment, ten patients elected to discontinue for unknown reasons. One 
client was an administrative withdrawal in which the clinicians re- 
assigned her to a different group treatment program (Dialectical 
Behavior Therapy) due to her clinical presentation and another client 
discontinued due to a cancer diagnosis and treatment. 

Treatment outcomes 

With respect to our primary and secondary hypotheses regarding the 
change in symptom measures and distress tolerance from pre to post 
treatment, we examined the single trajectory results for total scores for 
the SI-R, SCI, DASS Anxiety, DASS Depression, DASS Stress, and DTS 
(Table 2). With respect to our primary hypothesis, all symptom out-
comes (SI-R, SCI, DASS subscales) decreased and showed significant 
linear change. With respect to our secondary hypothesis, the DTS 
increased as predicted and also showed significant linear change. 

Intercept and slope variances and their covariance were estimated. In 
most cases, there was a small negative correlation between intercept and 
slope, indicating that those starting higher (higher intercept) showed a 
more negative slope, though the covariance was not usually significant 
(Table 2). In all models, a random effect for group was included, but in 
some results, the variance was 0 (or non-existent), indicating that the 
variability due to group was very small. 

Regarding our third hypothesis regarding change in DTS predicting 
change in hoarding symptoms, we used bivariate growth curves anal-
ysis. We specified growth curves for the SI-R total and correlated the 
intercept and slope with the intercept and slope of DTS. Results showed 
that there was a significant association between DTS and SI-R intercepts 
(− 3.58), indicating that lower DTS scores at baseline are associated with 
higher SI-R scores at baseline. There was a negative covariance between 

slopes (− 0.399), suggesting that more improvement in DTS (more pos-
itive slope) is associated with more improvement in SI-R (more negative 
slope) but it was not significant (p = 0.108, CI: − 0.887, 0.0088). The fit 
of this model was good. RMSEA was 0.000 with a 90% CI of 0.00–0.09. 
In addition, both the Tucker Lewis index (NNFI) and Comparative Fit 
Index were 1.0, indicating excellent fit. See Table 3 and Fig. 1 for the 
dual trajectory model for DTS and SI-R. 

We then calculated clinically significant change, first using the Gil-
liam et al. (2011) criteria for clinically significant change in HD, fol-
lowed by Norberg et al. (2021)’s more stringent criteria. Based on 
Gilliam et al. (2011)’s criteria, 67% of the sample met criteria for reli-
able change, with 41% evidencing clinically significant change. Based 
on Norberg et al. (2021)’s criteria, 24% of completers had recovered, 
18% had improved but not recovered, and 58% did not show reliable 
change in their SI-R scores. No one deteriorated during treatment. 

Discussion 

The present naturalistic, open trial sought to evaluate the effective-
ness of a HD treatment group program that integrated an emotion 
regulation module in a free community mental health setting. We 
attempted to increase participants’ understanding of emotions, and their 
ability to regulate emotions and tolerate distress. The sample evidenced 
moderately severe hoarding symptoms, in line previously published 
clinical means (Frost et al., 2004; Tolin et al., 2011). With respect to our 
primary predictions, participants reported significant decreases in 
hoarding symptoms and beliefs, as well as significant decreases in their 
comorbid depression and anxiety symptoms from pre- to post- treat-
ment. Using previously applied criteria, 67% of participants met criteria 
for reliable change, which is slightly higher than that achieved by Chou 
et al. (2020). We found that 97% of participants reported post-treatment 
SI-R scores below 43, which is 55% more participants than Tolin et al. 

Table 2 
Mean Scores and Results for Single Linear Latent Growth models Pre-, Mid-, and Post-treatment (Standard Deviation in Parantheses).   

Pre-treatment Mid-treatment Post-treatment Linear models  

(n = 115) (n = 110)† (n = 101) Intercept Slope 

SIR-Total 62.24 (12.51) 52.17 (12.72) 43.23 (14.11) 61.82*** − 9.10*** 
SCI Total 104.14 (29.43) 89.11 (29.86) 76.56 (27.23) 103.18** − 13.17*** 
DTS Total 2.81 (0.95) 3.05 (1.01) 3.17 (0.93) 2.84*** 0.17** 
DASS Total 52.71 (27.86) 45.34 (27.20) 38.70 (26.01) 51.02*** − 6.04*** 
DASS Depression 19.54 (11.63) 17.19 (11.75) 14.40 (11.10) 18.94*** − 2.25*** 
DASS Anxiety 12.51 (9.97) 10.17 (9.89) 8.59 (9.05) 11.92*** − 1.64*** 
DASS Stress 20.66 (9.77) 17.98 (9.31) 15.68 (9.69) 20.27*** − 2.19*** 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.001, ***p < 0.0001, † 109 participants completed the SI-R and DASS at mid-treatment. Note. SIR = Saving Inventory Revised; SCI = Saving 
Cognitions InventoryDTS = Distress Tolerance Scale; DASS = Depression Anxiety Stress Scales – 21 item version. All DASS scores were multiplied by 2 to allow for 
comparisons with DASS-42. 

Table 3 
Dual Trajectory model of Distress Tolerance Scale and Saving Inventory – 
Revised.   

Mean (SE) Variance Covariance Covariance with 
SIR 

DTS     
Intercept 2.84 (0.086) 0.580 (0.114)  − 3.580 (1.014) 
Slope 0.163 (0.043) 

* 
0.026 (0.344) − 0.007 

(0.048) 
− 0.399 (0.249) 

MV Error  0.330 (0.045)   
SIR     
Intercept 62.019 

(1.141)* 
123.752 
(19.523)   

Slope − 9.074 
(0.606)* 

23.166 
(5.692) 

− 7.816 
(8.171)  

MV Error  30.718 
(4.235)    

* p<0.0001. 
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(2019) reported for his emotion-regulation boosted CBT for HD. 
Forty-one percent evidenced clinically significant improvement using 
the cut-offs established by Gilliam et al.; however, this rate dropped to 
24% when using updated recommended cut-offs by Norberg et al. 
(2021). When considering clients who also improved, but did not 
recover, the current intervention successfully helped 42% of treatment 
completers. 

Our secondary prediction, that participants would report improve-
ments in distress tolerance from pre- to post-treatment, was also 
confirmed. Because this was a naturalistic open trial, we cannot 
conclude whether the incorporation of additional emotion regulation 
skills led to this outcome, although it is promising that clients improved 
in this specific domain. However, our third hypothesis, that greater 
improvements in DT would be significantly associated with more 
improvement in HD severity was not confirmed. There was negative 
covariance between slopes of the DTS and SI-R, suggesting that more 
improvement in DTS was associated with more improvement in SI-R; 
however this association was not significant. Nonetheless, these pre-
liminary findings regarding distress tolerance underscore the impor-
tance of comparing symptom and emotion regulation outcomes for this 
treatment to standard group CBT for HD in a randomised clinical trial. 

Another promising outcome of the current study, which was 

conducted in a local community mental health clinic with highly com-
plex clients, was the relatively low dropout rate (8.7%) compared to 
some previous large-scale group CBT treatment studies. For example, 
Gilliam et al. (2011) reported a dropout rate of 44%, Mathews et al. 
(2018) had a dropout rate of 28.5%, and Tolin et al. (2019) reported a 
33% dropout rate. However, Tolin et al. (2019) applied a strict 
noncompliance rule in their study, which involved being removed from 
treatment after a series of warnings for not completing homework or 
attending a session. If the authors had only counted participants who 
voluntarily dropped out, there would be a 10% rate of dropout, com-
parable to the current study. It is possible, however, that some of the 
Tolin et al. (2019) participants removed for noncompliance would have 
eventually dropped out voluntarily. The lack of any attrition in 
Moulding et al. (2017)’s 12-week group program is a clear outlier in the 
HD treatment outcome literature, and may have been partially attrib-
utable to the program having fewer sessions, good group cohesion, 
and/or their policy of requiring an upfront fee from clients before 
beginning treatment (R. Moulding, personal communication, May 19, 
2021).. 

The primary limitation of the current study was the absence of a 
control treatment condition, so we are unable to conclude whether time 
or other general treatment factors (expectancy, group cohesion, etc.) 
accounted for the changes observed. We note that HD is known to be a 
chronic condition and has been shown not to improve in waitlist control 
conditions in previous studies (e.g., Tolin et al., 2019). We are also 
unable to conclude that distress tolerance improves more in 
ER-enhanced CBT for HD than in standard cognitive-behavioral treat-
ment for HD. Furthermore, we do not have data on comorbid diagnoses 
as it was not feasible in this setting without funding to administer 
comprehensive structured interviews at intake. Nevertheless, a large 
proportion of group members had DASS scores indicating severe or 
extremely severe levels of depression (42% of participants) and/or se-
vere or extremely severe levels of anxiety (34% of participants). We also 
note that clients at this community mental health service tended to be 
psychiatrically and medically complex, with high rates of comorbidity 
and variable, often minimal, financial resources. Data regarding 
ethnicity was also not collected. 

Despite the limitations described, we believe the current study has 
important strengths. We have demonstrated promising outcomes with 
respect to client retention, hoarding symptoms, distress tolerance for 
ER-enhanced group CBT with a large treatment-seeking sample in 
naturalistic community-based mental health setting. A randomised- 
controlled trial comparing the ER-enhanced group treatment with 
standard CBT would provide important evidence regarding whether we 
may achieve superior outcomes in HD by targeting a key underlying 
vulnerability factor, emotion dysregulation. 

We acknowledge, however, that a majority of clients in current study 
did not achieve clinically meaningful change, leaving ample room for 
improvement. Three skills training sessions may have been insufficient 
to address chronic, severe emotion dysregulation that is experienced by 
some HD clients. Future research should examine whether a more 
comprehensive emotion regulation module improves clinical outcomes. 
In addition, clinicians in this study were restricted in their ability to 
provide home sessions, which have been found to significantly improve 
treatment outcomes (Tolin et al., 2015). Finally, a growing literature 
documents that HD is intricately linked to interpersonal problems (Chen 
et al., 2021; Crone et al., 2019; David et al., 2021; Grisham et al., 2018; 
Norberg et al., 2018; Norberg et al., 2020, 2020; Yap et al., 2020; Yap 
and Grisham, 2021) and suggests that targeting interpersonal func-
tioning might lead to further improvements in treatment outcomes. On 
the basis of this evidence, we have begun to develop and integrate 
additional therapy sessions that target the interpersonal challenges 
faced by some individuals with HD. Integrating both emotion regulation 
and interpersonal skills training into HD treatment may prove to be an 
important pathway for improving outcomes for this highly disabling 
disorder. 

Fig. 1. The Dual Trajectory Model for Distress Tolerance Scale and the Saving 
Inventory – Revised. 
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